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Peace Prize Recipient Addresses College
Nobel laureate OscarAlias commences 1995 Wooster Forum
HILARY TEYNOR
Oscar Alias, the formerpresident
of Costa Rica and the 1987 winner
of the Nobel Peace Prize, presented
the Rubbermaid-sponsore- d
inaugural Forum lecture "A Latin
American Perspective on the New
Millennium", in McGaw chapel
Monday nighLQuotingpbiksopber
Immannel Kant and poet Walt
Whitman at times. Arias explained
his. plan . for -
arms reduction
and stressedthe
United States
. role in , the
' 'doiOTitiation
of the world.
A f i n
and creases
a cycle of poverty.. Arias asked.
"HowisUthatmatimeofsrjpposed
peace, wevalueannsabove people?"
" "
'
- Linking the
"Thefate ofdemocracy
in theAmericas not only
deserves but demands
attention.".
Oscare Arias
ci rren t ,proposal seeks to estab&sh a "code
of iconduct" to orersee the
"international aims trade. Under this
export weapons to countries in the
midst of war or countries with
tl" H jnfmmfnt cm n n ill ing
human rights abuses. Countries mat
do not hold free elections would
also be excluded from trade. Arias
criticized governments currently
involvedwimarnutradetoteaird
world, targeting especially the
United Stales. He claimed that our
country; is sacrificing ideal
democratic ideas in order to
accomplish, short range goals.
Denouncing government officials
who choose only to look inwardly,
he stated that we "cannot afford
isolationism." Arias belivesthatthe
arms trade to developing nations
fosters cultural violence
challenges and
problems of
United States
and Latin
American
democracy, the
formerpresident
, ... . , 7
,
asserted that
. economic growth must be united
with Justice. Arias believes that a
' market economy and free.' trade
governments, should provide
educational, occupational, and
environmental security. He also
stated that they should also make
sure that its citizens have enough to
eat and a health care system that
, fulfills their needs. "The fate of
dcutocracymthe Americasnotonly
deserves but demands attention."
said Arias, later adding that
i I
- n ,nn i i Ml III T I Dbmo tw KARRIB KARHNSK!.
Students ;at the SGA Voting Booth; article on page 2
Feature page 6
Wasted in
New York
City
A&E page 8
"
.
. ohoocounevKWS SERVICE:
Nobd Prize Winner (Hear Arias
"democracy is our best and only
; solution." He also challenged the
very notion ofwhat the state should
and should not a, calling for deep
'and comprehensive reform's in
' government. Arias described ideal
, qualitiesmgovenunent tobejustice,
dignity, tolerance, security, and
human liberty.
" According to Arias, democracy
must jrove itself" worldwide, and
societal consensus is essential for
reform. He implored the members
oftheaudiencetoinform themselves
This
Saturday:
Party on the
Green!
and to get involved m government,
:: observing mat "bar worst enemies
are ignorance and apathy." . Arias
"believes that it Is the United States
government's duty to improve their
policies andjoin in the struggle for
world peace, and only the United
States' example of democracy-inactio- n
can incite the spread of
democracy throughout the world.
Students reacted positively to
Arias presentation. "I thought it
Sports
0
page 10
Scots
disappoint; but
looks to a good
weekend
Scottish Poet
Gives Reading
NICOLE COWARD
"Howard the Bus Driver of
Wooster: the Community and
Poetry" was, to George Bruce,
Scottish poet, a good title for his
poetry readingcommentary
Wednesday night in Lean Lecture
HalL In Brace's reading, he said he
wished to focus on "the relationship
between the poet and the
community," specifically but not
limited to the community of
Wooster. He combined his
background experiences with those
of his year of teaching from 1976-7- 7
at Wooster. The "title" was in
honor of the bus driver from which
he would draw one of narratives.
"Bus drivers have a lot to do with
community," said Brace, "all the
gossqrm the world lives there."
He began his poetry-illustrat- ed
narrative in 1977."and two surprises.
One was that the College was to
grant me an honorary degree, and
the second (greater) surprise was
that I was to speak for the other two
receiving honorary degrees which
alarmed me as I was given very
short notice! " On the discovery that
the other two recipients, J. uarber
please see FORUM, page 2 please see POET, page i
Students to Nominate Comm. Members
AARON RUPERT
; Student representation on the
Presidential Search committee was
on the minds of the students and the
administration this week. The
administration opened student
representation on the committee to
' application and nomination, and as
some students began apetitiondrive
to state student concerns about;
Presidential Search committee, past
and future. -
The Voice reported earlier mat
Dean Plusquellec had been charged
with selecting the students for the
selection committee. In an interview
with Emily Durham, President of
SGA, two weeks ago, Plusquellec
already had a "short list of
candidates." This policy was
changed, with the student body
finding out late Wednesday evening.
The announcement states that the
SGA cabinet will be assisting
Plusquellec in "soliciting
applications and nominations," for
the two student spots on the Search
committee. The same release states
that the applicants should have "a
strong academic record and proven
leadership ability."The deadline for
applications and nominations is
September 18th at 5 P.M.
Plusquellec, when asked why he
made this change to an application
and nomination process, stated that
"it was done on the advice of John
Chandler," advisor to the Search
committee. The idea could have
come out in Chandler' s meeting with
students last week, but the Voice
could not reach Chandler for
please see SEARCH, page 3
Viewpoints
"Nominate this week!"
editor Ben Wachs
demands
page 4
Page 2
News Briefs
o
o
CAMPUS
SECURITY: On Sanirday 9. a female soid
of beer thrown from a passing car. Campos security released an alert
cautioning students to, "be acutely aware of your surroundings," and to.
"watch for cars that seem to slow down as they approach."
CAMPUS COUNCIL: On Saturday in a meeting with many student
organizations. Campus Council announced stricter rules for Campus
crgaiazatks.Acharier foran organ j7arioru
must be obtained from a group and they must have an advisor. If these
conditions are not met, a group cannot use campus facilities.
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON: By a rote of 66-3-4, Senate Republicans failed lopassthe
"family cap" from the Senate welfare bin. Thii measure would have denied
extrabenefits to welfare mothers who have inore children. The defeat was
due to Democrats and moderate Republicans who argued that such a
measure would punish children, that individual stales should design and
handle thetrwelfare legislation, and that the "family cap" inight farce some
women to have abortions.
WASHINGTON: House Republicans promised to unveil plans to save
$452 billion in Medicare and Medicaid over seven years. Medicare is in
financial trouble as its hospital trust fund is due to go broke by 2002.
Medicare and Medicaid pay nvxheal are! marsinghcne bills for 70 million
people.
.-
-'
CAPE CANAVERAL; The armrant ri rhe tpr fhU Fndfirmr were
frustrated with trchnical problems from the Wake Shield satellite for
several days. The satellite is supposed to grow semiconductor film that
caaH lead tr miniature l-lrp- hrw vrf rr
-- INTERNATIONAL-
MOSCOW: A grenade was fired into the sixth floorof the U. embassy in
Moscow, causing damage but no injuries. The attack comes amid Russian
protests about NATO airstrikes against Serbs in Bosnia. The U.S. State
department called (he attack an "Outrageous act of terrorism".
BOSNIA: In another large human exodus due to war. about 44000 Serb
civilians are fleeing their homes because of military advances by the
Bosnian government and Croat forces. Meanwhile, VS. envoy Richard
Holbrooke tried to push a plan to end the war in Bosnia by dividing the
territory between the Bosnian government, Croats, and Serbs.
'GREECE: In an agreement mediated by the United Nations. Greece will
grant Macedonia diplomatic relations and lift its fennic blockade
against the former Yugoslavia republic In return, Macedonia promised to
a$ira that it has in dainis on territory cl ... ...
o
News briefs compiled by AARON VEXTH
&00am Biology
IQiXtim CataiTa --- - --
120pm Eat cV Sleep- -
ljOOpm Study
- 4300pm Work st Dairy Hart
Ifyxjrf looking fori job that uwrlu around who 900
are, take a look at Dainj mart. Our flexible schedules are
ideal for students.
So. rome chetk as 00L flppty at the stores in tjoor
area or all
1-- 800 71-02- 92
We Pit Your
Schedule!
The Wooster Voice News
Mass Mailing Update
Restrictions to continue this year
JAMES ROLLER .,; ,
The administration's goat to limit
mass mailing is still a priority for
this school year. There has been talk
in recent years about restructuring
the manner in which campus wide
information is spread. If current
plans become a reality, paper waste
on campus win be dramatically
reduced. .
The Voice first-reporte- d on the
college's latest plans last year,
stating that "only vital mass
mailings, such as schedule books.
important information from housing
or the registrar and letters dealing
with campus security will be allowed
on campus." Matt Ztegler "96. led
the charge behind communications
reforms as the contact person for.
Green House and memberofECOS.
He felt that the pizza coupons
routinely distributed, "should be
banned as well," but realized that
the small source of income which
such fliers bring to the campus was
not likely to be forsaken.
Plans were made to establish an
information center in Lowry to
reduce, the .180Q. tnassmaiJJngs
required 10 reach the entire student
body. OveY the summer, however,
several obstacles got in the way of
the target date of die first day of
classes. Mike Gorrell . head of the
campus Post Office noted that they
had made some environmentally
sound changes intended to reduce
the waste ofpaper in general. As of
this semester, the post office has
doubled the price for commercial
mass mailing and only accepts
recycled paper for distribution.
According to Gorrell, 'Verbally we
. (the Post office) are discouraging
mass mailing." Currently the post
office is awaiting word from the
administration to implement any
more changes in procedure.
Jeff Hanna, Director of College
Relations, admitted a delay in
.implementing a new
communications system, but was
optimistic that improvements would
be noticeable soon. Acknowledging
the inequities and waste of mass
mailing, he said, "All campus-mailing- s
are not the best way to
communicate with students." Some
ways to improve the current system.
supported byActing PresidcntHales,
included better usage of the e-m- ail
system, expansion of the Wooster
HeadlineNews a--ka UmdertheArck
. to include students anda,more
effective tBeof the J
" From ' the" student body
' please see MAILINGS, page 3
September 15, 1995
foreEM
continued from page 1
was enlightening tohear the pointof
view of someone other man a US.
citizen on the subject of world
peace." Ahssa Brodsky 99. Kathy
Each 99 said."I was glad that he
came because be made more people
aware of what our country is doing
with our money, because we are the
ones who affect our government."
Nathan Ban-9- 8 commented as well.
"Although I don't think that giving
speeches m English is President
Arias' greatest strength, to hear his
ideas and to be in the same room
with him was inspiring."
PresidentofCosuRica from 1986
to 1990. Arias worked to improve
the quality of life for the people of
bis country in addition . to
encouraging democratization. Arias
was responsible for the end of the
war m Nicaragua and the crisis in
his region when be composed what
is known as the Arias Peace Plan in
1987. In 1988 he used the monetary
award from his Nobel PeacePrize to
create the Arias Foundation for
Peace and Human Progress. At this
foundation he continues to work for
world peace, understanding, and
Jiuman development throughout
AsiaYJburoperaTKi UK Americas.'
Special acknowledgement to the
New York Tones andNews Services
Election Leaves Senate Unfilled
CURTIS GORE
This past Tuesday elections were
held tor die Student Government
Association Senate-aeats- . Up for
grabs were six freshman seats, and
five seats each for the sophomore,
jnnior and senior classes, m addition,
there were five at-lar- ge seats up for
contention, and the position of
Director of Public Relations for
SGA.
"Everyone on the ballot got
elected." said Susie Knschnir.
Treasurer of SGA. The number of
at-lar- ge seats and class seats
balanced out so everyone got a seat.
The freshman senators are: Kassie
Arnold, Travis Lincoln Grundke,
Jim Hicks. Leslie Knapp. Sarah
Kruse, Brian Richard Mamal, Laura
A. Markley, Jennifer Anne McEwen.
Maggie Otfle. Kathleen Reynolds
and Sarah Weimann. Sophomore
representatives are: GayanBandara,
TerryHeubert. Leah Momesano and
Ryan Niemeyer. Junior senators are:
Chris Cameto. Carrie Myers and
Ryan Murrey. Senior senators are:
Heidi Georgi and James Hervey.
Megan Davis was elected to be
- Director of Public Relations.
There is still one sophomore, 3
junior sod 3 senior seats open. To
claim those seats, applicants must
submit a letter of intent to the SGA
Senate. The Senate votes on all
candidates that submit letters of
,. Write-i-n candidates must have
more that 25 votes, and no students
covered the threshold. Bnt,
according to Kuschnir, those write-- .
in candidates with the most votes
are "encouraged to apply" by
submitting letters of intent to the
Senate.
The Senate convened on
Wednesday,1 in an orientation
meeting for senators. At that
meeting. Senators picked
committees.
The majorupcomingeventfor the
Senate is funding. The funding
meeting is September 27, where
SGA gives money to campus
.The SGA constitution
is also up for renewal this year, and
that will be a major point for many
upperclassmen senators.
The main issues of the first-ye- ar
representatives were among other
things,' minor additions to the
bathroom; soap dispensers and paper
towels, the glasses m Kitteridge,
and more activities fortheFreshman
class as whole. Sarah Weimann
99 said she wanted to, "help get the
first-ye- ar class off to a good start."
Maggie OUle "99 bad this to add.
I want to promote student
involvement and would like to
change the image cSGAby creating
body"
The upperclassmen seemed more
realistic in their goals as SGA
representatives. Terry Heubert '98
said the reason he rab this year is
because he. Did not feel that the
student body was well represented
last year."
Although there was less
participation this year in SGA, the
representatives are enthusiastic and
lookforward tomaking changes and
representing the student body.
September 15, 1995
Conversations on Historical Research
Art historian Peter
SARAH FENSKE
On the evening of Wednesday,
September 13, students and faculty
at the CoUege ofWooster, as well as
membersof the community, were
treated to aeon vocational program
on hisioricarresearch with visiting
scholar Peter Part. It was hosted
by the College's own James Hodges,
a professor of History.
Paret was born in Germany and
emigrated to the United States in the
1930's. He fought as an infantry
man in World Warn and earned his
degree in Khtory from the
University oi Lcwiar. in 1 960. Much
of his academic carter was spent at
liianfuru, ava jriot. oJ hi? research
has centerec on diner me history of
war or an history. Tare: disagreed
with charges 'Jia; mos: .;istorians
are capable of studyi.i umy one
major concept He claimed that he
was a'wsys interestec in notn war
and art. "Itwason an accident that
my first books deal1, with war."
Paretalso focused on the problem
of historians writing only for other
historians. "Historians ought to be
able to address a broader audience,'
said Pare, "ihe prci-iec- s i& we don't
time, the interest, and the energy to
devote to reading difficult texts."
He explained that "certain things
are so complex that they can hardly
be dealt with in a simple manner;
you can't find a broad audience for
certain kinds of issues."
The thirty or so attendees were
invited to participate in the
discussion, and they seemed most .
Search Continues with New Guidelines
continued from page 1
comment No one from SOA could
be reached for commeru.
.While die administration was
changintbeirpolktowrdstudent
irrvolvement,suKlentswereplanning
' tostate tbeirviews. Cfl arneetmgon
Tuesday a group of concerned, 1
students began the move toward a
petition drive to affirm student .
;
views. Over 20 students attended
utetneetmg.whknwasheldmorderJ
to, 4to write apeouoo to the trustees, ,
an wnte it togemer," according to
OrrieYoiuig'96,6rjeofUiesniden
who called the meeting. At the
meeting, the students stated the
pennon would probably be sent to,
""the trustees, and some
administration . members and
The petition has three points. The-- ;
Paret discusses his
I
Art Historian Peter P&ret in Conversation
Interested in the iriet iof historian
objectivity. Several audience
mem be? claimed it was impossible
to be complete ly objective, butParet
(iisagreeo. "We live in a time in
which there are a lot of competing
theories of history. Some people
have argued that there is no such
thing as a fact or objectivity. I think
one can learn a lot from these
arguments, but they go too far."
Paretadmiued thathe is not trying
think the world isperfect, saidParet,
"but that's not my job.". The job of
the historian, in Paret's eyes, is to
find out what truly happened in the
past, not to create a wonderful, just
society. That, he claimed, is the
difference between writing history
and writing propaganda? .
In addition to the one hourprogram
on Wednesday night, Paret spent
first point reads. The Trustees
should adopt a statement that they
will not discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation in the hiring of
faculty, staff or administration."
Thiswasaveryirrrportantpointio,
the students at tlieTuesdaymetmg.: .
rBvCT tfdisuuuuiatiuu had nothing!
tddQwitheTesignaDonlCSuzanTle,.
Wdrids,lhey should'stiU have thai (a
sexual jdrscrnrunarion c&usfe)! in!the
gmdelmes,'saidYouTig.' i V' . '.h
, Pomtstwoandthiee;aeulrttex
future' presidential ; searehi-.Thb- i
petition urges the search cornrnibee ',
. "to be open." and for the student
representatives "to serve as liaisons .
between the student body ai d the .'.
committee." , 'r -
Many of the student there-suggeste- d
that !a forum" to voice
theirconcerns about uteprocesswas
imrtant'The students etivision a-- ;
The Wooster Voice News
role
photo by KOK KlAN GOH
three days here at Wooster serving
as a scholar in residence. He led a
three part seminar, "Works of Art as
Aesthetic Objects and as Historical
. Documents", for upperclassmen
working on their I.S . in fields relating
10 his own. He also spoke to the
faculty on the connection between
research and teaching.
Paret is a noted historian and the
.
Andrew W. Mellon Professor in the
Humanities in the School of
;HafSiu(ue1nsfimTor
''XaVatfd&f S fuctiesV 'IbcTtetfin
Princeton, New Jersey. Paret is also
the author of such acclaimed works
as Clausewitx and the State (1976),
and Persuasive Images: Posters of
war and revolution from the Hoover
trtuwi4irAwj(1992),which was
co-autho- red by his son Paul Paret,
as well as College of Wooster Art
Professor Bern Irwin Lewis.
forum ofthe sariem representatives,
' and perhaps faculty representatives,
trustees and Chandler; to a
"publicized imeetiagv"' where
students qar staje what they are
looking for, hi the process and in a
president. -- v.-. ; . : .'. '
, Thepeiidorisvweredisuibuted on
Wednesday and tables promoting
the petition on Thursday and Friday
lunch and' Thursday dinner in Kit
and Lowry. The group of students
Will be meeting, on Monday at 9 in
the towrypit to decided what their
actions will be.- - . '
Sorneofthe students involved with
the '.petition drive (have '$ posiu ye
opinion toward Plusquellec's move
on Wednesday. "It's a 'really good
idea." said Delaney Demay '97
, "otherwise they would eliminate a
kttofpeoplerjefrtheycquldshow
what they could offet.!Vf
Poet
continued from page 1
Druschel and Eunice Norton, knew
the great German pianist Arthur
Schnabel , Bruce decided to merely
talk about Schnabel for the three of
them.
Traveling back to the beginning
of 1976 at the College, he discussed
various centers of "community."
Bruce spoke of entering a particular
bus in Wooster, where the bus driver
turned to them and said, "Folks, the
lady seated behind me, I want you
all to know, is going to be my bride."
The bus driver proceeded to repeat
this every time another person or
group of people boarded the bus.
Later on, the passengers of the bus
wished them a happy honeymoon.
"This is community,' said Bruce.
Bruce then described the winter
of '76, a harsh winter in wnich is
saw a tree totally covered in ice.
"You saw every detail with complete
clarity," he said. And in what he
described as "a miracle," a blast of
wind shattered the ice on the tree
and blew it everywhere. He
immediately (and, he said, for the
first time spontaneously) wrote a
poem about what he saw.
His "Man is Not a Fish" narrative
brought perhaps the most laughs
from the audience. Bruce recalled
itfgV1betry tlass" fiirtuclr a
student had turned in a poorly
written, late paper. "I was slightly
annoyed," he said. On asking this
student to meet him regarding this
paper, on a Monday, the student
replied he could not come until
Thursday because of a swim meet
So Bruce called the swim coach and
told him of the student's
unwillingness tomeet with him until
Thursday. On the student's return
from cfr, Bmry. handed him apoem
be had written called "Man is Not a
Fish". As he was writing the poem,
however, Bruce, who himself loved
the water, said he began to become
re-entran- ced with it himself, "and
eventually it made perfect sense for
my student to skip, class for a swim
meeL"The poem became the perfect
Page 3
reprimand that wasn't
His last poem was a gift of love to
his late wife Elizabeth. Although
Bruce had never before written a
sonnet, he found himself writing
one, "Sonnet for My Wife on
Elizabeth's Birthday." "All the love
I have will not take her years away.
All the knowledge given when grants
her time release... why should we
protest too much against the silent
haste that begs in us. for we have
learned to plant our love so strongly."
George Bruce is a native of
Fraserburgh, Scotland. He has
written many works of poetry,
including Perspectives: Poems
1 970--1 986. He has lectured all over
the world and has read his poetry at
the universities of Glasgow,
Edinburgh and St. Andrews. A
"visiting professor of English at
Wooster in 1976-7- 7, he was giv-- r
an honorary doctor of letters duri. t
the 1977 commencement ahigr"
unusual honor for a visiting facufiy
member.
Some information compiled from
News Services. v "
Mailings
continued from page 2
perspective. Matt Ziegler has not
given up his fight against mass
mailing. He is still determined to see
that his previously agreed to
proposals are implemented. Ziegler
stated that the admimstrarion has
openly encouraged the faculty to
use e-m- ail as an alternative to
massive distribution. There is a
memo in the works to be delivered
to all faculty members regarding
this action. As flJTpTzza coupons,
Ziegler sees the importance of
: reducing the number ofmailings as
outweighing that of the small profit
accrued. "They should cancel them
any way," was his response to the
continuing coupon fliers on campus.
Ziegler is hopeful that the
information center will become a
reality in the near future, hopefully
this semester.
- -
.
-
GREAT FOOD & ICE CREAM jf
1680 Beall Ave. Wooster TJv '"262-121- 8
V'1
XWooster Insight
New SGA, New shot
- Hold on to your seat and check the tbenncxneter in Hades SGA might
have a positive effect on the student body this year. Not to say SGA did
nothing worthy last year, bat the good SGA did was overshadowed by its
internal bickering and inferior Veadership. SGA gave student government
a bad name on campus, making students believe it was ineffective and
unreceptive to student concern. One asks why SGA wasn't asked to help
get rid of mass mailing, and. why didn't SGA make a greater effort in
representing the students in last year's presidential search? Why consult
SGA, we asked, if they have no credibility among the stndenu?
Hopefully, SGA's actions of late will begin to increase its credibility.
Tbe SGA cabinet has been acting on behalf of the student body in the new
search for Wooster's president, trying to get more student involvement (see
page 1). President Durham and the SGAcabinetbrougbtmJcto Chandler,
consultant to the search process, to talk to students. It was poorly publi-
cized, but they did make an attempt. Many of the upperclassmen in SGA
endured last years horrors, and arealreadyplanning tochange the way SGA
does business. Other upperclassmen ran specifically 10 give SGA a better
name. As for Freshmen, instead of beating apathy into the them, like last
year's SGA did, the stronger leadership might even be able to mold the
Freshmen into a force for good on campus.
Of course, it is SGA. If precedent holds, SGA will again do nothing
except annoy the student body. But it gives hope that apathy is not a chronic
sickness for SGA: it might be merely a disease curable strong leadership.
Small Advances are significant
At the onset of each semester, the Soup and Bread organizers try
desperately to find those students who are willing to sacrifice their Tuesday
dinners in the name of a worthwhile cause. In this case, the money saved
goes to hunger relief charities. In past years finding such charitable-- --
individuals has been a straggle, with the Soup and Bread table pleading to
passers-b- y in Lowry to sign up. Last Spring semester. Soup and Bread was
even postponed for several weeks until the program acquired the minimum
of 320 names required for it to exist.
Praise God and pass the whole wheat, forwe are happy to report that there
has been no lack of Soup and Bread participants this year. The Soup and
Bread committee spent only one week finding recruits for the weekly meal
at Kittredge and managed to surpass the 350 minimum.
Too often the college community deserves criticism for a prevailing
am'tude ofapathy and disinterest. But with small yet significant advance-
ments being made, such as the rising involvement in a program like Soup
and Bread, this apathy may be slowly dissolving. For this achievement the
student body should be applauded. Let's hope that this kind ofparticipation
wiU spread.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
133.
KTMAJTEfc
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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VlEWPOIOTS
"aepiemoer 13," i2r34v - - . - r.- -
Nominate, Apply, Nominate!
Imagine, if you will, what Moses
might have gone through ifGod bad
not told him ahead of time that the
Red
Benjamin VVachs Seawas
going
topart "Urn, well guys, we're here,"
he would say nervously, looking
over hisshottlderat trie approaching :
army. "Yep, here we are." Then,
suddenly, out of nowhere, the Red
Sea up and parts. Just like that.
Sensing an opportunity. Moses leads
the Children of Israel across, and
watches as the waves crash back
down upon the Pharaoh's army.
While the Israelites murmur and
cheer in awe and reverence, Moses
puts on a smile, shrugs his shoul-
ders, and says, 1 knew that would
happen."
Tbe prendrerial search process
has just opened up for the students
on the college of Wooster, and I for
one admit I had no idea that this
would happen. Hell, I don't even
taww what happened. I really don't
care. Last week I printed the official
refusals I had received for an appli-
cation process, and now, as though
by act of God, the trustees have
parted and two students. Chosen
Students (as it were, that being the
important and new part), may enter
into the promised land. Praise God.
Or possibly John Chandler. His
name has come up as being involved
in the decision, but again. I really
don'tknow. I suspect that Commit-
tee Chair Jack Dowd was involved
as well, fa is, after all, his commit-
tee, and be was responsible for fax
weeks refusal) and if he is, then be
too has my heartfelt thanks. Let me
set the record straight. The students
have not woa with this decision:
everyone has. It means that some-
one, somewhere, is finally doing
something right. At this point, :
one has much of anything to conj-pla- in
about. Thai's rather hard on
me, it's what I do best, but it's cer-
tainly for the greater good.
I admit a certain degree of pity,
however for the two students whom
the campus as a whole decides to
There is no reason why
. every student can t
nominate someone for the
positions. In fact, every
student should nominate
someone for the positions.
damn onto the committee. They
will be compelled to an oath of se-
crecy ("confidentiality, required
to put in a probably immense time
commitment, and will have to field
questions, not only from The
Wooster Voice (and I can be persis-
tent), the SGA ( and President
IXirham is not someone I would like
to meet in a dark alley),and Campus
Council (who can also pester the
faculty) but from the general stu-
dents at large: their friends, their
classmates, their co-worke- rs, and
those people on their halls who play
that awfully loud music. No doubt
about ic they're m trouble. But the
fact thatwe are involvedm selecting
them now means that we are more
likely togetstndenttwto can handle
thepressure and still come out think-ni- g.
These students will also now be
representatives of the campus com-
munity, not just students, and as
such wiU be better able to act as
liaison's with the comrnittre and,
more importantly, make decisions
that students can have confidence
in. That all works, of course, pre--
applies itself, putting (or nominat-ing)usbe- st
feet forward. The ball is
definitely in our court.
There is no reason why every stu
dent can't nominate someone for
the positions. In fact, every student
should nominate someone for the
positions. We've wanted to be in-
volved, and now we are: ifwe blow
this, if we let apathy and unconcern
lead us to miss the deadline (Mon--da- y,
people, it's Monday!), then tbe
trustees will have every right to say
they gave us fcciaasastiM&se
ic It's this simple: if we don't get
involved now, we don't get in-
volved.
So, let's review the procedure: I
have loosely titled it "Nominate,
'Apply, Nominate!" which is ex-
actly what students should be doing,
even as you read. APPLICATIONS
OR NOMINATIONS SHOULD BE
FORWARDED TO THE SGA POST
OFFICEBOX.3188.BY NO LATER
THAT 5M) PM. ON MONDAY.
SEPTEMBER 18. Applications
should include the student's name
(obviously), hisher year, and a page
discussing their qualifications, in-clud- ing
positions held, achie vements
achieved, and mental abilities and
aptitudes that would qualify them
for tbe committee. Writing these is,
therefore, a little too easy: to nomi-
nate two people you've only got to
write out two pages. Simple, but
worm it. We've been given the
opportunity tobe involved in select-- .,
ii correpresentatives; we're Cools
if we don't take k.
Two pages by Monday is easily
achievedby every student: thereare
no excuses. So NOMINATE, AP-
PLY, NOMINATE! By Monday!
Decide who you want to represent
the students, even if it's yourself,
and get the pages written and sent.
Acts of God. or the committee, are
nnlflrrfy tt hum again.
Benjamin Wacks is Viewpoints
editorfor the Voice.
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,d Largely due to
Westminster's Associate Barbara Battin, I, a
n .ago. w&en tne wooster ifaroaras greatest
Band toured the Midwest, strengths is the ability
sermon had something to
do with geese. It wasagood sermon, but itdid
not particularly distinguish her from many of
the dozens ofministers I had beard. What did
distinguish her was the first letter she sent to
my church telling me more about Wooster.
This is a trend which I have particularly en-
joyed at Wooster. Over the last year I have
received letters, pamphlets, notices, applica-
tions, and reminders from Battin.
.
Foraper-so- n
who is. for all intents and purposes, doing
l&at they matter to herJ :--- ? ---- --:.
; 1 It was throegh "Memos & Meditations1 (a
newsletter from theofUce of Campus Minis- --
and love.
The WoostEk Voice Viewpoints
founda particular irony lastweekwhen Hfflel
'passed around a good-by-e card for Baton. It
wasn't ironic because it was Hulel, but be-
cause itwas largely due to Barbara Battin that
I, a conservative Christian, felt completely
comfortable mere. One "of Baron's greatest
strengths has been the ability to create dia-
logue where none existed before.
In addition to all of the official capacities,1
Banin has served the college and the students
in her dairy actions. Sbetumed a fundamen-
tally administrative job into a call that was
intensely caring and helpful. I know that she
has strongly influenced many ofus by provid-
ing a personal example of what itmeans to
- V KSA r&M&jrfghfrttanl life in m h.
Pwor. -- t. conservative Christian,
.HJiS felt comfortable at a
has helped us all by bringing
diversity to Wooster that it
previously lacked.-
- The ef-
forts she has made to provide
all students at Wooster with
spiritual homes will be much
appreciated. Her departure
preach almost two years , "1' meeting. Une Of will leave a vacancy that will
be extremely difficult to fill.
We can only pray (and I sup
pose petition) that the minis-
terwho replaces herwill have
similar qualities of patience
One of the things I will miss most is her
patience. Religion is almost inherently m
' difficult topic. No one appreciates being told
thatHell awaits; neitherdo most people enjoy
. being told they are close minded and bigoted
- because of the stance they take on an issue.
' Battm's tolerance and wfllingness to talkhave
! been greatly appreciated. -.-- . -- -
On October 1, Banin will beginanew job as.
Co-past-or at St. Luke's Presbyterian Church
mWayzata, Minnesota." la leading her good-b-
ye letters, Iwas pleased to hear that her new
tries) that I received insight iaa the spiritual v decision to leaveWooster was both voluntary
Efeofoorcampus. Iwasalsoimprcssedwita " and very dif
tpiotations that raa the gamut from GhaaS to gatioo at Wesoimster. she statedVAnd so, Jh
Jesus and addressed deeply personal and fcaveyoutotendwhatseedshavebeenplantedl
lovingGod. Part of&a's job has been the ' to ailtivate and harvest the firo
.facilitation of sXfsi&s on this campus; Her-- 1, three years and to plant some moreT For at
irwwnnjil gatw trttA inftfi tt AfH twrltml. least the next fW mwiA thai,will he the iot -
last three years have shown in the many reuV ofus,the stoCrits,toconrinne. Hopefiilry.we
- gkasgrotrpsttcampB wi3 do the job well and have a new home -
Association has been icbon aslSSel at tbe prepared tor our neat campus mmister '
CoBese of Wooster. fThe UssSm Stadeot .-- Hmu.--iitm
m mm mm i
,
i . or-i- -1 V W -
groopknowattKoinooiasarrrveditt
because of the protective care of Battin. I
JoMithm SfinUmcolmmnistJbitlmt Voice. ; -
AnvAltra M uism
Public opinion dictates these daysthatgreed,
pretentiousness and self-indulge-nce were con-centratedtothedecackcthel980's,- andwitfa
the advent of the 90s all such attitudes have
been abandoned. Yet, like a recurring bad
dream, these sup- -
Nat Missildine v03 fadin8 $ins
continue to rear their
ugly beads, creeping back intoourthis nation's
psyche.
Egoism, defined as an "excessive preoccu-
pation with one's own well-bein- g and inter-
ests," sadly never seems togo outofstyle. But
most people when taken aside, unless new-bo- m
babies or Henry Kissinger, will cite
egoism as a negative personality trait People
in general .are, offended when you call them .
J ficcoceited -o- rself-centered V: Yet, inr
America in the 90s, it is becoming (or re--'
maining, depending onyourperspective) more
ofa commendable virtue and less ofa charac-
ter flaw. Some public figures are revered for
the extremes to which they extend their haugh-
tiness. Conservative pundit Rush Limbaugh,
for instance, suggests that he is "talenton loan
from God," and he is one of the most success-
ful radio talk show hosts of the 90's. People
either admire him for his audacity and self--
confidence or laugh nervously, fearing that he
actually means what be says.
These ego extremes exist m the world of :
sports as welL Athletes still use Muhammed
AB's I'rn-the-greatest-fighter-of-a- ll-tiroe''
line as' a paragon of the winner's spirit--7 For-'- '
many, ego-pumpi- ng ofmis type is merely a '
psychological strategy toward defeating this- -;
opponent But themessage loo often seems to --
spill beyond just the arena of play, asevi-- "
denced by diewildly popular "No Fear" attire
which display statements declaring the wearer ",
of the shirt, hat, etc to be better than anyone,
with whom he competes. The competitive
cockiness which the ,zNo Fear slogans ex--
ploit is intended tobe isolated to sports, yet its.
trendiness. among teens especially, seems to
inffiratenW.fbrmany.tmsisaperspectiveon,
The Sept, 1 1 Forum speaker, Oscar Aria
ssfeaed to a kind of egoism that the United
States; particularly the US. government, of-t-en
displays. Though praising theU. for the
success of its democracy, he criticized
CbngresV refusal to move toward collective
aectaitymUJ peacekeeping operations. He
addressed the persistent US. desire to play
global pobceman, typified recently in the
Bosnian confSct and in the earlier Persian
Gulf warand thePanama conflict, while mter-narion-al
organizations like rlieUJ tow
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Sorting Through the Trash Barrel of our Throw-Awa-y Society
Garbage cans overflowing, land
fills fall. Is this where well be in the
next decade or two? What new,
caiuageoussolntionwinwctnrato- --
c e a nKmbmsOQbin Oswald damping,
c
incinera-tk,cclaandiingthoaebananap-
eels
and disposable diapers into space?
It isn't a joke. If we don't act soon.
weH literally be swimming in our
own garbage. - v: ;-- -. :
The problem lies in the basic
human instinct to consume as much
as possible. Yet the problem is that
we do not "consume". Rather, we
use a product until we have tired of
it, then discard it. Although itceases
to serve a useful purpose in our life.
it has not disappeared.
- Disposing of our wastes never
used to be much of a problem, as
there were so few humans relative to
spaces for stashing undesirables.
This is no longer the case. As the
human population ballooned to 5.6
billion and a good number began to
produce more and more garbage, all
of those little hiding places began to
suddenly, well, hide from as. -
, Recycling has been proclaimed
the solution to this dilemma. Al-
though recycling can tremendously
reduce the amount of garbage we
pro&ichisonry panofthefamous
phrase. "Reduce, Reuse, and Re
cycle". Not by coincidence, it also
happens to be last part
Even recycling uses up more of
that nonrenewable energy that we
happen to be quite food of. Since
many of the products we "use" are
unnecessary, recycling is not good
enough. Going without a few of the
gadgets designed to make our lives
easier can make a big difference
environmentally. Try it. You may
even find life more enjoyable with-
out thatcordless phone, instantboil-
ing water, and other unnecessary
electronic devices.
Simply buying quality products'
that last, and repairing them rather
than replacing them will aidboth the
Though herpresence will be gone, her legacy will live
McGaw Chapel, mediocre building mat it
is, has had some amazing speakers in recent
years; from its stageJMMHHapfMOnathan SeitZ have spoken men
... . . such as George,
Will, Randall Robinson, Cornell West, and
Oscar Arias. Sometimes their words strike
deep, other times these speakers seem medio- -,
ere and unimpressive. Most of the time, they
speak before large audiences for a few short
hours and receive an impressive amount of
money. Through the lastthreeyears,tberehas
been another speaker, a woman, who has had
more of an impact and more to say, man any
forum speaker I can remember. This Sunday
Baffrkflacaawgtstaadia svxa yaru
McGaw Chapel and preach
berlast sermon as Woosters
campus minister
was ironic because,
environment and yourwallet Reus-
ing envelopes and plastic bags and
containers may seem insignificant,
but just imagine the number of pa-
per plates that could be saved at
Lowry if everyone used washable
bowls instead.
v Recycling has plenty of room
far improvement. Although partici-
pation is increasing, there are still
many people whoare either too lazy
or apathetic to sort Ibeir garbage for
recyclable materials. Even at
Wooster, where the recycling bin-to-stud-ent
ratio must be at least 1 to
1. a great many cans, bottles, and
containers aren't being recycled.
Manufacturers don't make it any
to recycle. Many common
pbstfc containers for shampoo, band
lotion, ettx, are made from multiple
kinds of plastics, making them vir-
tually impossible to recycle.
Recycling isn't the magic solu-
tion it is often claimed to be. Our
garbage isn't the problem we are
the problem. And try as she might.
Mother Nature just has not been
able to get rid of us yet So maybe
we ought to try and clean things up
a bhjust so we don't have to live in'
a pigpen.
Robin Oswald is a columnist for
the Voice.
therfe? .,r
thelLS. currently owes some 1 billion dollars, ..
lack sufficient funds and personnel to effec--
tively end conflicts. Clearly the stance of '.
superiority the US. has adopted, in our belief V
that the US. alone can and will put an end to '
the world's conflicts, is keeping our country
from existing as part of a global whole. .
Yet. an air of superiority can be a valuables
asset in the career world. With ajob market as
competitive as the U.S.'s, the willingness to
step on other people is helpful, if not neces-- e.
sary, toclimb the social ladder. Our economy
would not exist without the kind of cutthroat
competition that, to some degree, college stu--
dents as prospective career holders will have
to face. But where did we go wrong here? .
--Whateverhappened oa golden ruto.Gandhi.
r orMotherTeresa? These days it's all idealis- - '
tic clap-tra- p. We put quotes from such self-
less idealists on our door but shove our way
past fellow students at registration. Altruism
has gone out of vogue. It's viewed as a nice '
theory, but one that realistically doesn tmake
sense. When one has acquired a strong self-opinio- n,
the thinking goes, the step that fol-lo- ws
is to turn that outward toward others.
Life at college can be an interesting testing,
ground for our egos. It's the first time most of ;;
us are on our own. living independendy, it's
imperative thatwe look oat forourselves first,"'
because no one else wilt 'On bur own we're
forced to find some balance between egoism
and altruism. Yet too often the scales are '
tipped toward the former. If we can find a '; basVfeeling of self-wort-h; we can learn to
cultivate in ourselves a healthy altruism, that
.
neither rings artificial norneglects the needs
of oneself. This altruism is the first step to
finding a solution to some ofhumanity's most ;
. debilitaring afflicnbns such as utolerance, '
wasteful consumption, and apathy.
--
; 4 So give the idea you were sure was wrong a :
second look. Join an organisation because ;K
you think it win change something for the h
better, not because it will look good on your .
resume. Sign op for Soup and Bread even if it
is too far to waDc don't let pride keep, you
from experience. You'll no doubt be-criti--o
cizedforyournaive idealism, butcollege may
well be the last place in this country where
idealism can still flourish,. Bcfbreftgrowstoo
late, give a little where you usually take and '
make time far others. Together we can show
the Rush I Jmbangtrs of the world the differ- -
ence that a little less conceit can nukav A
.. t
Nat Missildme is the Arts AEntcrtdiunent
editorfofihtck.
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Psycho Killer, qu'est
Tales ofexcess in
We go to college to learn, and one of
the best ways to do this is to go
abroad. There one can learn not
only about a different culture, but
about the way one interacts withina
different culture. For the next few
weeksJellow students will share the
experiences they've had awayfrom
Wooster and out in the great wide
open. This week the author takes us
to New York City, where he spent
the spring and summer on a GCLA-sponsor- ed
graphic and exhibit de-
signed internship. (-E- d.)
KOKKIANGOH
One iiight, after seeing a concert.
I walked back through Saint Mark's
Place. Dennis had gone off to find
,
. mea again, and as usual I didn't,
participate. Saint Mark's, if any-
thing, epitomizes the New York
0,sackxe;carnivalofallhoars
- and sorts, from earnest students of
the extremely academic Cooper
Union, lo the proverbial failed or
failing East Village artists and writ--
en (all of whom are constandy wnt-in-g
the great screenplay of the nine-
ties), to the final vestiges ofpunk. A
girl, with tattered clothes, lank hair,
and the general airofneglect,which
the young embody so;, easily; and,
readily, stopped me to ask for a
light. Several paces ahead, a hdy
approached. "Was that a woman?"
- she asked. I replied that I very much
thought so. "Oh. She's got such a
flat chest. I was wondering.." she
continued.
Another day, I was sitting at an
outdoor coffee shop with Adriaaa.
when people started gfjtiuing to-
wards an older black man sitting
outside arestatsrantacouple ofdoors
,
urn rfww umf miJ', nutered one of the gestures m
what hushed tones of.amazement.
And indeed, there Bin was. chatting (
and. waving at seemingly anyone ',
who cared tcTchatcrwave back. "I
'--
"grew up watching ms show--
." tit
voice contmeed. now
.
qaite syco- -
l.ti . Taj. ' w. rv
BiH when we left, just to be able to
say that we waved to BiH Cosby.
We were quite pkasandy astonished
when be waved first.
That the cky is sexually diverse
needaclbeiaeutioBed. One sympa-
thizes wim the single heterosexual
, woman in a city where apparently
half the men are gay and the other
CLASS FLKJJ
Siaer needed immediately for 5
I aftcrncccs. Mast be nonsmrarr
Salary negotiable.
CaS 345-293- 2.
New York Cay
half import their model girlfriends
from various foreign countries. It
was on the streets that I was twice
accosted by the same guy. at the
sanx intersection. I was quite taken
aback by the blatant manner in
which he conducted his proposi-
tions. Both times be gave nearly
identical lines, and throughout the
second I had to try rather hard not to
laugh.
He said.! like the Village- -, ithas
a very friendly atmosphere, espe-cial-ly
forgay meau. and rm a single
gay man rm going to this coffee
shop, would you like to join meT"
On both occasions I declined, say-
ing,
,.
quite truthfuDy, that I had to be
v back, at. work soon. ' , . I,
"
These things happen. The most, ,
New-York-li- ke of New York expe-
riences is still on the sidewalks.
From the residential and stupifytogry
yuppie Upper East Side to the bris-tlf- ag
squalor ofmidtownManhattan
and the perpetual coolness of the
Village, and then down to the com-
mercial and stupifyingry yuppie
Wall S treet area. New York offers a
chaotic melange, and in some sense
a perverse balance of urbanity. On
the streets, the tracjcendence ofcul-
tural, racial, and class barriers is a
ifiimar wtuiimv rgiwii .- -r
The contrast amid streets u re-
markable. Walking along 42nd
Street, with a backdrop ofsex shops
and abandoned theaters, one can
help but marvel at the incongruityI
between it and others on the street
with theirrighteous placards,shout
ing. "Pat down your cigarette. Put
down thatbeer. Save yourself in the
name ofJesus ChristT The legend-
arydetachmentwhichNew Yorkers
possess evidently stems from evo-- v
lutMnary necessity having to live
stacked upon and below those with
whatsoever.1 The attitude is not so
muctfatf uncaring' one; but rather a
tendea'tocbboaenDtto The
beaury of the dty Iks m the per-
petual tenskn between those living
mhand,irorjkaIry,kihowitstays
that way, tettrring on some edge,
and not getting worse.
There are surprising instances of
community. Once I saw the emi-ae- at
John Cale and the classic por-veyo- rs
ofrepetition, Skveolab, play
an afternoon show at Central Park
Summerstage, and later at a public
screening of War of the Worlds fat
and 7 year olds on Wednesday
wkh references.
...
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qe c'est?
Bryant Park. Both were free, and
theydrewawide cross section of the
community, from two drunk Viet-
nam vets to enamoured couples lo
the neighborhood homeless. But
any traditional sense of community
UbeskJe the point What New York-
ers do share is very likely the same
self-servi-ng obsession, and the will-ingne- ss
to endure it in others.
The times dochange. And it seems
as ifNew York is losing some of its
vigor, its legendary sordid vitality.
The once too cool SoHo now leans
toward caricature. The previously
endearing black-as-my-so- ul angst
ofd Village lecta soon tobe over--.
rm by thepersistentNew York Uni-"- 1
versify Uack-as-my-froKly-com- be-,
boots type. A Disneyproject issoon
, to revamp the decadentsleaze which
envelc42nd Street, nodoubt into
something in which primary colors
' playamajorpart. Alarmingly,graf-
fiti seems to be on the wane as wcIL
StiH New York City remains the
qointessential embodiment of ex-
cess. It has it all. and more. While
others may proclaim to be the saf-
est, the friendliest, the most charm-
ing city, the Big Apple, decaying or
notconfidently declares itself, justly
; and simply, the most. It's every- -
otof nat --worn injgntjwam. scp aik
IUBk jfw wuDMHiia wuu u mmi
And then it's that aS over again.
Bolt Oetdlcors. They do.
MARINA NOLAN
The Outdoor Club started five
years ago wilh the goals ofoffering
outdoor experiences to the students
ofWoosterand providing them with
a network ofpeople who wanted to ,
the dub, saysTbe Outdoor Cbb
ofienaumque experience topeople
in this day and age, whether, it be
running up a moiniin to catch the
last rays of the sun, or waking up in
the middle of the night to a bear
crashing through your tent" On a
snore personal note, Haverkamp
adds, "It has allowed me to experi-en- ce
aew and rather pristine places
with both new and old friends, in an .
activity that's good for the sooL" .
The dub is co-sponso- red by SOA.
and Campos Council. With their
funding, the Outdoor dub is able to
purchase equipmeatand cot thecost
of their trips.
Each year the Ctdc Cluborga-
nizes a fall and spring break trip..
For the past two fall breaks, the dub
has gone hiking kt Virgmia. This
yesr,Haverxampenviskwa(ange
of scenery. Hisscgestkn? Hiking
nt Kentucky, Pennsylvania, orNew
.'nr..
Sevtka Avtsme, artmad 11th Street -
York, or "maybe even a possible
canoe trip." His whole face fights
im M the thought c these trip. He.
explains. You get to know some
interesting people-possih-ry -
good Mends,, and it's inexpensive."
- T Mt mriiw tK ti ir mint In tfA
being m a van with twehre people
Cor thirty-fi- ve hours straight with-outbathiigfor- two
weeks you come
to fed a real bond with them." He
pf'mn tWTal 7tV f1" "fV
ries as weO. He says, --MWe once .
missed a trail sign and went out of
our way about five miles. We ran
out of water and hiked the remain-
ing tea very thirsty. Thatwasagood,
experience though, because when
we got to the water it was a fresh
spring running out of the hillside
andUtastodwgoodaDdwecssneto
realize how good water is." .
Woody Shew 98, who also went
oa me Spring break: trip last year
adds, "My first asked recreational
experience was on that trip. We
found some hot springs ta Jemez,
New Mexico, rd say that made
more of a bond than the stinky car
ride, It was awesome, the most foa
rve ever had fa iny tie and mat's
- i.
..If".- - '- -
s. - KV"
not exaggerating. Why? Shew re-
sponds, toucan' t put feelings fato
words. It's mostly frriingj that the
people I went with made for me."
The Outdoor Club meets every
Wednesday evening at seven in the
LowryPit In addition tolbeirlarger
trips. the dub also tries to take
weekly trips to Spangkr, a park six
miles off campus. Spangkr has
hiking, biking, places to study geol-
ogy, and a creek. Haverkamp says,
"It's a big change from the corn-fkldsoit'skindctfiu-ce.".
The Outdoor Club is also plan-
ning other events. There is an over-
night canoe trip planned for the
weekend of September 23, and an
overnight. twTwy trip in southern
Ohio tentatively planned for the
weekend of November4. "We just
have a fun time," exclaims
Haverkamp. "If yon want to get
involved come to the meetings;
we're a very open group." -
. la summi of Haverkamp. co--.
coorumator Scott Doty 96 says. "I
love being in the outdoor club basi-ca- Qy
because Pve gotten to know a
. lotofpecwboliketodothessme
iliihi mat i oo ttavenamp cos-ciuoe- s,
ioa nave n experjence
to know what k's Eke."- - .
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Self-Design-ed Majors
What they do in their spare time
BENJAMIN WACHS, J
There aren't many self-design- ed
majors on mis campus, and I mink
most of mem are hiding. So when
Rachel, the Voice's Features editor,
asked me to write an article for her
about Self-design- ed majors, I was
surprised.-- , "
.
--Hey. Ben, she said. -
"Howdidyoufindnie?"Ishouied.
I was hiding under the stain at the
tune. f 'v-'- v
"Don't be sffly," she told me. "I
need yon to write an article about,
say. isn't it cramped down there?
"Just get to the point," I growled,
because she was right.
T need you to write an article
abcntself-desigiiedmaja- rs. You've '
, got one, so I know you're qualified.
Get U to me tomorrow, okay? Bye!"
Rachel is a very cheerful person.
and it irks me no end. i .
She wasright, though.Iam quali- -
ttmA 1 AlA it.ilmi mi ii iiiiiii mbw -
log. -.- - :
Q: So, your self-design- ed major is
what?"
B: "I don't have a self-design- ed
- major!" - :' ; :
- Q: -- So. when you designed your
owninajor.whatdidyoudo?" '.
B: "Are you not listening? Ben, I
don't have a self-design- ed majorl I
'never had any interest in it!" : :'
Q: "So, what are you trying to tell
me here?, . "'.'v '..
B : That I don't have a self-design- ed
major
Qr,"So, thecommittee refused your
; proposal?"
.'
'
-
B: T never proposed anything!"
Q: "So did you get a self designed
major?; ii'K'
B: "Ion't save a adff-design- ed'
major. I'm feavuignow.V '
?, Brian's uncooperative attitude
. upset me, so I went to dinner, where
someone stuffed three wet napkins
downmy shot Peopleusually don't .
b'scaJ'atire.Huinor.and'klf. believe me whenlteH them things
reprcjeniation." Q. wanted fo ca3 it
"Aggrandizement," bat they
wouldn't let me). I've also sat on
the committee that accepts or re
jects rosjors for theCollege, other--
likethis.buUswearit'struel I think
it was a sociology major.
Aftodimierlliadonenxxeinter-view.th- u
time with fourth-ye- ar stu-
dent Alicia Parks, who used to be a
wr hmvn m thttflTiw CJ .jwiecit tntrf.. bat isn't vme.- -
Officially, self-design- ed majors' rnndtor." behind ber back.
are for people who want to work in many questions for Abcuc
mterdiscrplinary fields, ordealwith ;
subjects not covered by the college
and not workable under a current
major. Butl didn'tjust want to give
inofficial report. I wanted to talk to
other people who had self-design- ed
majors, and see what they thought
about them.
So I went tear David Sadd96V
David has a self-design- ed major in
Music Technology and Production
Engneeririg.andlthoughthewould '
beagoodperson.to whom to talk. I
was wrong. . - --
t
"Hey, Dave," I said. 1 want ro
talk to yon about your self-design- ed
major." . ; ;,'.
"Bloody heQ, what am I doing?"
he asked me. I really didn't know.
He was blindfolded at the time.
Dave refused to elaborate, so l
went ro see junior Brian Friedman
instead. My interview went like
mir , v:;
.-
-
Q(me): "What's your special ma-
jor?"
... ;
B (him): "My special major?
.
Sod- -
Ology. . ;:.', .
Q: "No.what's your self-design- ed
majorr - "
B: "I don't have one." .
Q: "What do yen mean you don't
have one?" , .. ,,
cSda't design isay own major.
Tm doing what ism thee
Q (me): "When did you discover
that yon were the incarnation of all
evil?" .- -' ;. , v ;
A (her): "Um.itwas socialized into
meattheageof4,ifyonreallymust
know." ,
.
.
.
.
.
Q: T must, I must" :
A: "Are you actually typing mis, or
are youjust writing a random letter
there?" (She checks) Okay."
Or "What inadeyou want tojoin the
ranks of the self-design- ed majors?
A: "I decided mat the majors that
were available weren't going to let"
me do what I wanted to do, and I
wanted an, mterdiscrplinary ap-
proach. I waiu to be a bridge
between the science and policy as-pects- -of
enviionnxrital legislation,
and to do that I needed background
in political trjfy sociology, rtafw-r-al
scifncf, and economics, and no
other major would allow me to do
that And conimutueation. The
communication department here
socks." "-'- .' .V' - ;
Q: t"Did yoa fed any remorse when
you stabbed us in the back?
'A. "No, actually"
...
Q: "Do you have any regrets?"
A:"No."-- - 7:-- . . ' '
' Q: "Doyouhaveany nightmares?"
At nTes, but not related tomy self--
'Qr "What are those Eke?"
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Revisiting 1975 with Myrtle the Turtle
: RACHEL POPE
The days ofdizzy heat and lolling bodies are soon
to be buried beneath piles ofcobwebbed leaves and
the ghosts of things lost But there's no point in
dwelling on whatwill belost,fortoomany ghosts do
nota good rime make. So instead let's look at what's
-- already lost according to the 1975 Voice.
, As was done this year, 1975 kicked off the new
yearwith new rnemben in theadministration. Head-lini- ng
them was Paul Sarosy 74, who described his
liaison job to a Voice reporter as being in "a zone
between the students and administration.' In many
ways, this job description is similar to that of the
president's, the main exception being that the presi-de-nt
has to work with a group that is a bit more
temperamental than students. Thus while Wooster
lost Woods, it kept Sarosy. -
Wooster has, however, since lost all the profes-
sors it hired inil975. One lesson that can be learned
' from this is that music lasts longer than professors.; ' '
Scoffif you'd like, but the musicians they praised in -- '
their reviews', "the;' Allinan Brothers, Broc '
Springsteen; they're all still around. So, for thar"
matter, is Bogner Construction. YouH be glad to '
know that even in the days before the library addi-
tion Bogner Qsmiction was still apmcrfWoostw
life. What were they building that year? The
waterfall just outside Lowry. Arid lasting through
the decades right alongside Bogner. are complaints
. about the tuition. In astudenteditoriaUGlenForbes
wrote,"A common complaint on this campus goes
something like this 'For four thousand dollars ayear
you'd think they coukfu."
Nineteen seventy-fiv-e marked the beginning of
several traditions. Among other things, 1975 is
noted as the first year Wooster leased refrigerators
The nineties has updated this idea, by replacing the
"button system" with the "orange jacket system."
Also in 1975 the Freshman Colloquium became
Freshman Studies. One of the speakers for the
program that year was Isaac Asimov who delivered
one of the bleaker speeches given on campus to this
day. He began by saying, "I can't see anything good
in the year 2000 if the population continues to go
up." He stated that the only way to control this was
to decrease the birth rate or increase the death rate.
After concluding that upping the death rate was not
a popular option, he promoted woman's choice and
fiction writing, and then concluded with a
cheery, "In my heart I think we're all going to hen."
In 1975 Wooster was still losing football games.
Some thmgsjim don't change. Butchange is agood
thing. Afterall, one has to be glad that the women's
field hockey team is no longer called the"Scotties."
Then again, sometimes change is a nasty little vixen
of deprivation. Acccording to the ads there used to
be a store in Wooster called Pipsissiewas Unlimited
Sport Shop. Today it is no longer. This generation
will never 'be able to say, "I was over at Pipsissewas
" - ,today."
.
x Spealdngofooster'feshcpping'attra
few of the stores advertising in' 1975 are around
today. Or ifthey are, u'vechanged their name. In
soniecases,U'snewonder. Whocanhnagmeastore
todaycIled'ThreadLuxration? Andwith theloa
of these stores, what has been lost? No more
afternoon sew-in- s at the kxal fabric store. No more
jotting down to the theater to seethe newly publi-
cized X-rat- ed film "Super Vixens." Also lost is
Sweetest Day. October eighteenth, which vanished
with the Wooster Acre Greenhouse ads that bravely
served to remind us of it Most importandy, no
longer can one "Meet Myrtle the Ferule rurtle,"
3rw h vrvtoosmxr was'aiso'cw year inattHrsKrprTiie' some' coniusew ana ucpanca jewctcry once
i luf drid wrbifeilfciHtothee begged Wooster students to dathe hungry. "The idea, "they saidT is fora soup and
crackers meal one night a week." For those of you
who ate in Kitt Tuesday night.yoa know this tradi-
tion is still alive and welL
Two on-cam- pus rapes brought up the issue of
safety needs to the adnuriistration that year. One
suggested precaution entailed the hiring of official
escorts that could be identified by special buttons.
TheWoosterstudents whometMyrtle and listend
toAsimov are somewhere at the heart of thepaperof
75. Those crazy kids. Those wise kids. They left
us with their mistakes and their "A" papers, and
no clue which way to go. They did, however, give
us a reason to do laundry. "Why not," asked one
reporter. "What would you rather do? Mop the
A: "Alto returning from Germany A: "I suppose Icb male several'' " card majci IheTiW tides this
I liaodaiixiery dreams abcreturn- - guess 0- - . Biiim:aiSig de--
iiVftivkrjiiaiiy;aln fV'1'"RatheramnsJsincelwasalready "AlthocW dp?" Sobac' They were m Gertaaril1 I've could magi mydca'it I've 'you 'V Jf'Vf i mnaa a series ct mgntmares anouz wanuxiraaososevcruuuKsmuie- - gaugw.surimiawnnaseeiiican
being lost in a subway system. I
have a lot of series mgntmares. I
have one series when Tm sick: but
Tm not sick right now, so I don't
remember them."
Q: "Do you hate your mother?"
A: "Yea. Fedfireetoquoteme. She
doesn't get the paper."
Q: "Do yoa bear any malice to-
wards those whohaveremained true
to the self-design- ed major?"
Q: "Then why do yon throw rocks
through their windows?
A: "I don't"
O Tmwmtycin. "
"A: "No,kwasnbtme --
Qp Theawhoihrewarrlmsh
mywindowT -
past few weeks, rye never thrown , .catch , who, ey's been trpwrng
a rock through a window before. It- - rocks through my window: I think it
would probably be fun." -
Self-design- ed majors are for those
students who want to take control of
their education; who want to ask
their own questions, and have the
freedom to investigate die answers.
Ifyou want more information about
self-design- ed majors, talk to Susan
Figge,theDean ofFaculty: notonly
b she helpful and approachable, but
she also chairs the committee that
approves them, so she can tell yon
what information yonneedandhow
topresentit. A fewquestions toask,
ifyou're cxwsidering a self-dcs- ig nod
major, iridude: "What do I want to
do that isn't covered under a i
was a sociology majors .
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Moe 'consists
musical style widi zany stage antics, ofiDerhakfba vocals VOniri
captivating extended jam sessions Garvey "(guitar, vocals).-- Jim
and their undisputed talent and you Loughlin (drums,- - vocals), and Al
havtasr7wu has been packing in Schnier (guitar, vocals). In a short
iMia maxa uic country. logemer tune, these four guys have achieved
for only three years, Moe has been
compared to the likes of Frank
Zappa. Primus, and Phish. Moe's
fan base has been increasing at an
alarming rate, as they have opened
shows for artists such as The Spin
Doctors, The Samples,Widespread
Panic, and Aquarium Rescue Unit.
They have already sold over two
thousand copies of the independently
released Tatboy.' In a few short
months, their second release
'Headsead racked up sales of over
200 copies.
independently what other artists have
only tried with significant label
support.
Moe is perpetually touring the
country and plans to record this fall.
Their albums areavailable atshows,
. through their mail order seryicepr --
at a few select inckoendent record
stores. Their mailing list has grown
to over 3,500 people in their one
year of touring. They are also
regularly programmed on radio
stations across the US. and Canada.
They have been featured on various .
Post-Part-y Blues
Wooster regulars Java Bean to play
.j Party After theGreen
NAT MBSliilNE !
After yoo take m the sounds of
Moe on Saturday under the tent m
the Quad, venture over to the
Underground where the music
continues with the high-ener- gy
sounds of Java Bean. Marking me
seccnd year ma row that they have
played at Party After the Greea,
Java Bean will take the stage at
midnight after opening band The
Formed ia Mates of 94. Java
Beaa coBsisti at five members,
guitarist Saawa Backel. bassist
David Stericv David's yoonger
stager Damoad Moodie
i Mercer.
They have played Ja
aad
cities around the country from
' OevelandtoJNewOrieautoZetroit
and released their debut album
"Backyard Chaos" this summer.
Curnently.they areputting together
their mew material for a second
Jim Rothgery, music critic for
Cleveland's Scene magarme. says
ofJava Bean"Simpty put 'Backyard
Chaos' is one of the finest caffeine
- highs I've been oa ia ymrt . f""i"
the title track on. Java Bean has
produced a great CD." - r; ,..
X Java Bean's connectioa to.
Wocters campus is Moodie who
graduated from the College av94.
Since thenJava Beaa has returned to
Wooster's campus anmerous times
and played to enthusiastic, parted '
houses. Java Beaa will play from
mkmigtttio2;00araaftgTheFrans
perfbrms fromJ10 to 1145. The
at the Uudugrooad is $.75.
Tm Woorm VnirvArts & Entertainment
Moe Performs at Party Om Tlie
SALLY THELEN
To call Moe's style a blend of
various musical genres would be an
understatement. What Moe does k
conrrJUional styles is similar k the
mixiag technique of a food
processor. Moe mixes jazz. rock,
funk, country, traditional songs, and
Broadway
show tunes
for a sound
that is . as
unforgettable
as ; is,- -, is
innovative.
Combine
their T"vjtf
Moe has been selling outstadiums
and VFW halls from Maine to
Florida. They play nonstop for 4--5
days a week. In the course of one
year they went from opening an act
at The Wetlands in New York City
lo selling out their last4 shows there
Qnrinrttngtne Wetlands Anniversary
Show). Faithful foflowings have
grown in the
"unique musical v-- 7 J.
style, zany stage antics,
captivating extended
Jam sessions and their --
undisputed talentJ ; :
cities ofAlbany.
B uf falo.Toronto, and ,
other , major
cities throughout
the U.S. and
Canada.
,
"".
Greemi
mill m
'
1
"
- . j
Catch Moe at Parry On the Green tab Saturday
college stations including the Moe wfll be performing at Party those of you who are twenty-on- e orUniversity of Chicago. Rutgers On The Green from 8 pm to 11:30 over, a driver's license plus college-,-i; J1? iuraay. icpiernDer iq on toe--- ' id is reqmredto rnrclualahQHcTJEadi-fiaiftceTDrem- ure 0tjl'Empire Records CniimWes!
Indie soundtrack to newfUm a sprawling mess
ALBUM REVIEW- -
ALLE PARKER
Music, is once again becoming
more and mere ofan essential facet .
ia; the filmmaking,, industry.
Mediocre films can tin profits by
virtue of aa excellent soundtrack,
and catting-edg- e films - are
concentrating more of their efforts
on incorporating music into their
theatrical package. Films such as
"Pulp Fiction." "Singles." and
"Clerks" are known almost as much,
fcr their soundtracks as they are for.
the film's memsdyes.. Indeed,
- soundtrack creation and marketing
has become a subdy powerful sub--.,
mdustrywithesticky webof the.
Hollywood - money-makia- g
niachine.- - f t!In that same vein, the soundtrack
to the newRegency Enterprises Cick '
"Empire Records", apempu to
capture .the flavor of current youth
cu?Myf'i the sladccygynratTOfj ho
album is essentially a mix tape that
yon (rwMgive yoursigmfyant other.
It contains cats from such trendy
outfits as the Gin Blossoms, The
Cranberries, Cracker,Toad TheWet
Sprocket, and Better Than Ezrai as
well as efforts from lesser known
talents such as Please,Drill, andThe
Ape Hangers. None of the songs are
really bad.' and there are. a few
" " " " 'standouts, but :
.
on the whole the
album-fail- s to
capture ' . the,
revolutionary .
artistic feel of a
"Pulp Fictioa'
Empire Records
1 attempts to capture the
flavor of . the slacker :
generation." t
'
or"Reservotf Dogs" soundtracks. ;
" OoestandootisBetterThanEna's
"Circle of Friends.'" Acoustic
rhythm guitar; and a slick electric
lick start the songoff right while the
vocals fill W the gaps,' ''Later a
bouncy bass line snaps the song into
a sparse bridgeand then bark into an
anrirlimacfic finisa. Dria provides
a aniqne, almost ambient piece',
What Yoa Are." that features
interestingpercussive sampling and
seductive, female vbcals.yPlease
presents a driving rrfinnance of
"Here' It Comes;Again that
.
sTtrrniiPt betweea mellow bridges
aad liquid guitar fury. Evan Dando
contributes me alternative ballad
The Ballad of El' Gobdo." and
Coyote Shivers play a scintillating.
indie-Eur- o cut ugarhigh."
Unfortunately, the rest of the
album has trouble keeping its neck
above the mediocreaverage line.
" The big hit,The
Gin Blossom's
"Tilll HearFrom
You."sounds like
every other Gin
Blossoms single
- - ever released.
IronicaJDy.ToadTheWetSprocket's
"Crazy Life" also sounds like every r
Gin Blossoms single ever released..
The Oranbenics also fafl to show
.
any I freshness ' or
.
artistic :
development, as they come through .
wia the farmulaic UarJT.Tbe Ape
Hangers and The Meices provide '
pseudogsra punk anthems that --
move thatracSoctive testing should .
never have beeq done in the fifties. .
' I would not go out and boy this
a2om.Unkofccayourea2y, ;
really ecjoy contrived pop music
There are much better, things that
yooccil3rpendyourmooeyon,in
this case maybe a butt tattoo, c -
Post-Bacchaea- lia
KEVIN HUNT
Perhaps I shouldn't have set up
camp next to the nitrous tank. Also,
I think next year I win move a little
farther from the beer truck. The
close proximity I had to these two
interesting : effects on my
"Bacchanalia,
-
Forcnethmg.Idum'tgetloBeck's
Familycampground until 1 130; my
membership in the Scot band had
occupied me up until that point. I
found my tentstill in onepiecewhen
I arrived, but was a Kttle perturbed
by the less man spectacular fire
which had been built by my friends
beside it. So, I decided to fix the fire
myself. Not too far away, some
friends of mine had been sitting
around a fire chatting and smoking,
but they had just left, and their fire
was abandoned. I found a green
stick and used it like tweezers to
snag the burning logs and add them
to my fire. Soon, some moron came
over and grabbed one of my logs.
We shooed him away after
reclaiming the log. but he came back
a little later, presumably to steal it
again.
M. IUi Uuailn f VlVBi natia i a una a.
Big-BwigetJBamde- ipas Blast!
FILM REVIEW
CAROLYN WISE
In 1992, Robert Rodriguez created
a dazzling quality film called "El
Mariachi" that cost only $7,000 and
won the Texas Maverick prize at the
Sundance Film Festival. Due to the
success of this stunning work,
Rodriguez was given abudget in the
millions for its sequel TJesperadoV
Bat when I saw the previews for the
film, I developed reservations.
Fortunately, the movie greatly
surpasses its previews.
"Desperado" begins with an
irritating outsider telling a story to a
group of men in a bar about a
mysterious, dark man who walks in
shadows and carries an arsenal in a
guitar case. Though mis stranger
grates on their nerves, the bar
inhabitants listen up when he
announces that this mariachi is
coming to area looking foraman
named Bucho. While many believe
that the mariachi story is a myth, '
Bucho (Joaquim de Almeida) is
convinced that the mariachi will
come for him, so he sets his men oa
the trail of the guitw-kase-carryin- g
legend (Antonio Banderas).
Frequemyfalentsccncs follow and
Most ot the non-campi- ng crowd
had started dragging their abused
livers toward the bus stop by this
point, but I was too busy watching
me creatures that came past my fire.
fire-seeki- ng high school
kids were the most fun to play with.
One guy came up to me,pointedat a
girl in our circle, and managed to
mumble a "Who's that?" before
stmnbling away. Another pair of
buddies derided that they had to hi--,
five everyone at our fire, and
wouldn't leave us alone until we
played along. A little , black lab
("Rat Dog") with no social etiquette
had taken a liking to our food stash
and decided that be could help
himself to whatever he wanted. He
later deposited the remains of what
he ate next to my car, and I think he
peed on a certain Voice sports
editor, but don't tell him.
Around 12:30 the band concluded
itsperformance, and certain persons
in the campground took it upon
themselves to continue in their
absence. Far from my tent (probably
about as far away as I can chuck a
frisbee) someone had set up a
complete stereo system for the
the wounded guitarist manages to
stagger in lo a bankrupt bookstore,
which is owned by the beautiful and
alluring Carolina, played by
newcomer Salma Hayek. After
Carolina attends to his wounds,
Banderas leaves to continue carrying
out his mission to kill Bucho. .
Here the audience lecdvesaprime
example of Robert Rodriguez's
offbeat sense of humor. The killer
mariachi enters a Catholic church.
As he heads towards one of the
confessionals to be reconciled for
the murders he has just committed,
he mutters, "TO just have to come
right back." Afterwards, he is off
again searching for Bucho. -
Why is he so intent on killing
Bucho? Once a highly successful
guitarist. Banderas now plays the
roleoftortured artistout forrevenge
on those who shot a bote in bis hand
(and straight through his heart) when
they killed his true love. Now with
a rained career, a wicked scar, and a
bushel of hate, Banderas has only
Bucho left to km.
If you can sit through the first ten
minutes ofmis flick without getting
up and walking out;' I urge you to
please do so. After a few minutes.
Rodriguez's pulp fiction meets
spagherf? western style becomes
Wrap-U- p
listening pleasure ofthe entireparty.
The problem that their musk was a
little outofplace. That almost person
without a name who used to go by
Prince was well represented in the
repertoire; : "Purple Rain" and
"When Doves Cry" both come to
mind as stains on the audible
evening. After that, someone
thought that they were at a high
school dance and cranked out a
mildly distorted "Stairway to
Heaven." At this point I was almost
ready to send someone along the
stairway to heaven, but settled with
yelling a few choice expletives.
It got worse. I was almost asleep
when, to my dismay, Hootie and the
Blowfish started crooning
monotonously from their speakers.
I ranted and ravedfor sometime,but
judging from "the volume of the
system, there was no possible way
they could have heard me. Oh welL
The night was not a total loss,
however, as the full moon and
countless stan provided a gorgeous
backdrop for our little fire circle.
There was one drum group that
played forawhile, adding a spiritual
flavor to the evening, but I couldn't
hear it very well over me Hootie.
recognizable, and his
cinematography becomes less of a
burden and more ofablessing to the
overall production. Although on the
surface, "Desperado" seems to be
lacking in plot, the twists and turns
that this gun-slingi- ng film takes will
both excite and entertain.
' Bucho is the major drag lord of
this Mexican border town. Like
many of the shops there, Carolina's
bcokstorebadropplaceforBucho's
drug running. The money she needs
to stay in business comes from
Bucho's need for a respectable
cover-u- p.
Written, produced and directed
by Rodriguez, this movie is fueled
by powerful music by Los Lobos
andbyperformances fromatalented
cast ThU film has "sexy" stamped
all over it At times mis flick can be
quitehumorous. A joke-telli-ng stmt
by?toh?Fiction","ReservoirDogs"
director Quentin Tarantino is well
; wonhtbeinflatedprkxofadmisskm.
Interestingly enough, - as
Rodriguez cleverly overdoes the
action staple of violence, he
occasionally reverses common
Hollywood conventions. Antonio
Banderas, forall intents andpurposes
theberoof testory.wearsauniform
consisting of black pants and Mack
In the morning, I found myself the
victim of several would-b- e
hitchhikers pleading for a ride to
here or there. Why on earth you
would go to a party with no way of
getting home is beyond me...
especially if you live in Oberlin.
I ended up with mixed emotions
aboutBacchanalia this year. Itseems
that the party is turning intoan abuse
your body and dump your garbage
everywhere festival rather than a
communioQ with nature. I must
have seen at least 20 people so
sloshed that they forgot their names.
This cannot be right The bringing
ofa500 wattstereo out toa field also
seems incorrect at some level. What
is the point of camping in the first
place? Apparently it is not to bond
with nature, otherwise the garbage
sty left behind would not have had
to have been picked up by the
Crandells in the morning. It seems
like some people just don't get it
They go out to mis camping thing to
rough it and then leave the
countryside polluted with beer cans
for someone else to collect Hats off
to CrandeU House for their clean up
efforts. It is a shame their efforts
were needed.
jacket Bucho, the 'bad guy", is
often featured in lighter garb.
Perhaps Rodriguez includes this
irony toremind the viewer that things
are not always as they appear to be.
Later in the film, it is revealed that
beneath the black jacket the mariachi
wears a white undershirt, reflecting
to the audience his true self.
The music and the action in
"Desperado" go hand in hand. In .
one scene, Carolina sings a tender
ballad to her mariachi. With her
eyes closed and her voice brimming'
with emotion, Banderas aims a gun
at some ofBucho's man outside the
windows. As the men move.
Banderas follows them with his gun,
eventually resting it in line with
Carolina's beadand the shadows of
the men on the shades behind her.
This line-- ofgun, girt and guys
reflects the mariachi's torment over
his feelings for vengeance and his
need for revenge, though it goes
against his most core beliefs. It is
this struggle that makes the mariachi
as an action hero so fascinating. He
has become humanized. Unlike
other seemingly infallible and
inhuman action heroes, Banderas is
allowed to hurt, making both roles
in "Desperado" of loverboy and
killer sleek and soulful.
SAB BOX
It's a week
packed with events!!!
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER
15Join SAB for FunFIicks,
interactive video where you can
walk away a star!! Bring your
friewls...we provide the rest! All
the fun takes place in Lowry Pit
at 6:00 P.M. Also on Friday,
don't miss Corrina, Cortina,
showing in the Underground for
the measly little price of $.50.
Join us at 9:00 P.M. for this
heartwarming story.
SATURDAY, SEPTMEBER
16...The event everyone's
talking about! The grand
tradition of Party on the Green
beginsat 8:00P.M.!!! Join SAB
and the rest of the campus on the
quad as we rock to the sounds of
moe. And the fun doesn't end
there! Party After the Green
with Java Bean and the Frans
begins in the Underground at
1 1:00. Bring your friends..ibr
the little price of $.75, you can't
have more fun!
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER
17Check out The Elephant
Man, showing in Mateer as a
part of our Classic Films Series,
Admission is free, and the show
begins at 7:30 P.M.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER
18Tickets go on sale for a trip
to Cedar Point the midwest's
most awesome amusement park.
Cost of admission and travel for
the trip on the 23rd is only $15.a'
really incredible deal! Tickets
can be purchased at Lowry Front
Desk.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER
19AaalllllIl righty then! Jim
Carrey and Jeff Daniels star in
Dumb andDumber. Takea study
break and join us for the showing
in the Underground at 9:00 P.M.
Admission is free! 1
WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 20Laugfa with
coniedian Chip Pranklin, another
of the fine comics that frequent
the Underground. Admission is
$.50 for an evening of laughter! 1
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
2LHe says "Stupid is as stupid
does." and forSO, you'd be
stupid to miss out on seeing
Forrest Gump in the
Underground!! The video begins
at9rtOP.M.
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Blacksheep RFC Ready to Scrum
Both Clubs are readyfor an exciting season
LUKE ZANNONI
In the Spring of 1992 the College
of Wooster Rugby Football Club
was disbanded over college con-
cerns of liability. From the ashes of
that club came what is now km wn
as the Blacksheep Rugby Football
Hub (RFC). B lacks herp RFC's
only affiliation with the coilegt is
'he fact that all of its players a: tend
.e Cdtfee of Wooster. Alt' ngh
'".e Cci'ese no longer recc r.izes
--
.em, t..e Wooster Voice rrts
pannr.cnt wiil cover them th s.sca- -i
' c sports depanmen. :eels
-- Jai actions aie cf inte cm to
.1 .- nt body.
. e i.
..s.tu.i s dub is led by president
in Ke:th-Lac- as '96. He ceals
n ail ci lh.e administrative func-:u- s
thai tne club requires. One of
r uiin responsibilities is des'ing
ia tne Ohio Rngby Union which
cksheep RFC just rejoined.
ciin-Luc- as stated that returning to
union is a definite positive stepj: jjc cub. "Vhea we got back in
u union, they waved close to two
ousand dollars onh of College
cf Wooster RFC cues," explained
Keith-Luc- as about one of the major
Southern
Texas
Air
UCLA
1
1
NAME:
hurdles behind Blacksheep's return
to the union. The club is now partof
a onion with well over twenty clubs
including such prominent schools
as Ohio University and Ohio State.
The club mainly plays in the third
division within the union which
mainly includes Division Three cot-leg- es.
Blacksheep RFC is led on the
field by co-capta- ins seniors Spencer
Harmon anJ Gary Vick. The club
boasts a mr- - bershipof 23 men who
are dedicate t and experienced. Al-
though the club is not in need of
players, it Joes wekome anyone
T".-- o i dedxated ano sous. The
club follows Ri'gby Union rules
wh?rh consist's cf I ' ncn per side.
"It's a lot of fun to play," explained
Blacksheep member Ryan Boeding .
'97 on why he plays. According to
Vick, the team looks "very, very
good." He went further to empha-
size, "T we lose any matches it
won't be ood." Vick believes that
the strength of the team is its big and
experienced scrum. The backs are
young, but very fast.
Because of the lack of college
affiliation. Die club must play all of
its home games off campus at the
CARDC F'tld. The Blacksheep
Rugby Football Club kicks off it
season against a tough John Carroll
he
California at Arizona
A&M at Colorado
'Stanford at Oregon
Virginia at Ckmson
Force at Northwestern
Georgia at Mississippi
at Washington St.
Texas at Notre Dame
Akron at Kansas Sl
Michigan St. at Purdue ,
CIRCLE YOUR CHOICES
TIEBREAKER: Predict the
Oberlin:
squad on September 23. The dob
than plays its first home match on
September 30against Denison a club
that Blacksheep should beat. As
Keith-Luca- s believes "they
Denison will hart."
Women
The women's Blacksheep Rugby
Football Club exists within the same
reality as the men's squad. They are
also not affiliaied with the college
having been removed a few yeits
hack. Betsy Beyer '97 is the club's
t.ipiain, coach, president, and sll
L OTndorgnnizrr. The club has bctn
affiliated with the Ohio Rugby
Union for ah'e. Past opponents
have included John Carroll, Bo. --
ing Green, and Kent.
This year's squad contains 2"
members who Beyer describes as
spiri'ed , strong, and aggressive play-
ers. Although the club only won
one match last yei" their season
was marked with dramanc improve-
ments over the course of the year.
77ii year the civ b is looking to con-
tinue to improve.
Beyer mentioned that the club is
always looking for new members
and that anyone interested should
meet in front of Lowry Center for
practice on Monday, Wednesday,
Chicago at Saint Louis
New Orleans at New York Giants
Washington at Tampa ' ' ' "
Minnesota at Pittsburgh
Denver at San Diego
Houston at Cincinnati ; ,'
Kansas City at Cleveland ) i
Arizona at Dallas.' - '7'
: Phiiaddphia ar Odakd ,'
Sin Francisco at Detroit;
. . , . v '
score of the foUoWing game.',
,
-
EXTENSION:
Please piace entr.es in 'Sie Voice drop box by 12 noon, Sat SepL 16.
let us show you
what success tastes like,
join us at our new store
Open House in Voosterl
Ntiij know. the meanm' tiun Iifcr Ainrfirjf 1 iufi dmnetfuuc: Red Uisstct Lei usvw u ho yo
can ncrocne pun o this jjtusdx .-- .aci af NEV. iKR. F "htct aux m o. r-rowi- vT n f v ir
Htm hcnHit iTh.ud f McJualtw J Ei t . Ur T- 1- . Sr. in. ?mi jc fi .".ciAmo. ; i?
r, th c rrpi --rr. nr vf rxf rJor, r.-ir:-i! Vr xr t --npi .iti c jts . Sc -- n r --jr . h. ir
exctmv puce to oft Wc ait hirirwf t. fuil par n - i ( ft r(frr,:t "
Monday-FruL- v from 9an-5p- m f vVedneMiay 9;.nw m
Re-- J Lohrer
805 Burbank Rd.
Wtxsri-- r
Med Lobster,
and Thursday from 4:15 to 5:30.
Beyer went further by saying that
the club is really supportive with a
family atmosphere. The club blasts
off its season on September 23
- -
-
! I ' V
--
. ' 1. 111-- -.
--J
against Kenyon at the OARDC field
at 1:00 p.m. The team is tough, but
the club is looking forward to the
challenge.
n ylUil oi sidBna ztrm yuiaiBeat the
Experts
Eight contestants competed in the
first week of the Beat the Experts
contest with two beating all four
experts. For the experts, PeterJames,
JohnFinn, and Luke Zwinoni posted
17--3 records while ToddLewis went
15--5. Nick Donatelli went 19-- 1 to
beat everyone. He now receives one
Expert Point for having compilied
the best record out of all contes-
tants. At the end of the contest the
contestant with the most Expert
' Points' will receive a prize. Jamie
. Luce went 18--1 and his name along
with Donatellis will be entered in
the sweepstakes drawing lo take
.
place at the end of the year with the
; winner receiving a prize. . '
; Brian Friedman. ToddUrban, and
.
Brian Makpwski all went 17--3, but
.were unablei to beat" expert Peter
James score prediction for the
.
' Kalamazoo-Woost- er football game.
-- Beat the Experts entries may be
: found in the Voice and most be
received in; the Voice box by 12.
noon a week from Saturday.
.
Last
week's entry is due tomorrow and
,
forms can be found in last week's
.
issueof the Voice. One game on last
week's entry is incorrect. Michigan
State does not play Purdue tomor-- :
row, instead they play on Septenv
.
ber 23. Happy Guessing! '-- .. . V
4W V,- --. i
September 15, 1995
Over, Under, Through
Lady Scot's Soccer team win, lose,
and tie in a tough week :
ERICA FRIEDMAN
. The Lady Scott haVe run the
gamut this week. In the first game,
they drove through two fifteen
- minute overtime periods and ended
inane, 1-- 1. Later ia the week, they
suflered their first defeat of the sea-
son, and first since September of
1994, a painfully close 2--1. In the
end, the Lady Scots returned with
an uncontested victory of 5--0.
The game against Hope was
evenly matched and low scoring. In
fact, there were no goals by the end
of the second half, leading k two
intense fifteen minute overtimes.
Hope scored in die first part of the
overtime, forcing the Lady Scots to
attempt a quick recovery. Soon
after,Jillian Matneson '97 managed
to even the score with the help of
both Megan Mueller 96 and Annie
Gillespie 98. There was no further
scoring, although there were many
near misses on goal from both sides.
- Luckily the team was able to rely on
Denise Drescher '98, their honored
goalie; who saved many of Hope's
wlisot ntffnpti oq 0b1 -
The Ladv Scots fought persis-ten-dy
as they trailed 2--0. but unfor-tunat- ely
were unable to fully,
cover in Saturday's game versus
DcPanw. - It was a tough, chalking-in- g
gameespccially considering the
extensive game the Lady Scots had
fought the previous day. Mueller
and Matneson united once again,
scoring the Scot's only goal of the
game.
- The team resumed its standard
position as victor this Wednesday
agamsUobn Canon. TheLady Scots
did not delay, achieving a 2-- 0 lead
. twenty minutes into the game.
OHlespie scored the first goal, as--
, sisted by Melia Arnold Gillespie
continued to fight as she expertly '
crossed the ball toward Bethany
Williams 99, strategically waiting
m the center totake the Scot's toa2-Olea-d.
Everyone sat in suspense as
Danielle Banghman 96 flew down
the Geld and passed to open Nicole
James '99.who tooktheball swiftly
peabom the defender and the goalie
and tapped the ball in the goaL Lisa
Kbte98.sophoinoreinidfielder,lBd
an exceptional game as she accom-
plished her firstgoal and assist. She
Fffjgjafl Ranghmnn in ydvnriwg thft
score before she scored the final
goal herself.
This week proved particularly
successful for Gillespie (3 goals. 2
assists), James (3 goals, 1 assist).
Banghman (2 goals, 2 assists).
Matneson, Mueller. ' Kola, and
Arnold an completed one goal and
assisted in one goaL The Lady Scot
defense has worked relentlessly de--:
spite the temporary absence of in-
jured defender Kelly James 97. a
.
key component of their team. "- -j
;. The coming week promises to be ;
equally exciting with an awaygame
atWittenberg on Saturday. Septem-
ber 16 at 2.-0-0 and a home game
againstWalsh onTuesday, Septem-
ber 19 at 4.-0-0.
'
1
photo by K0K ELAN GOH
Leah Dwyer f9 contemplates a typically quiet moment in
Woostera 5--0 root of John Carroll on Wednesday.- - V
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Danidle Banghman "99 fends off
Wednesday's tjameagahist John
Country
Update
JULIE HECK
With almost a month of solid
training behind diem, the women of
' Wooster cross country aremore than
ready for their 'first major race,
tomoaow'sGLCAmeetatKenyon.
The team opened the 1995 season
two weeks ago with the traditional
dual meet at Oberiin College. Al-
though die race was a low-ke-y af-
fair and no score was kepv the
Wooster harriers clearly dominated,
Emily Gorka 97 covered the 2-- 12
mile course in 15:49 to win her first
coUegutte race. In doing so. she
defeated one of die top runners in
the NCAC, Oberlin's Shannnon
Fox. Gorka was followed by jun-knMk&elfcPo- olem
third (16:46),
Julie Heck in fourth (1659). Ellen
Freeman in sixth (17:14), andMbfly
Metz in seventh (17:24).
"Overall I was pleased with the
women's performance.'' said coach
Dennis Rice. He expressed some
concern over the gap after Wooster's
fifth runner. However, the gap is
gradually closing and the future
never looked brighter for the team.
The Scots host the Wooster Inv-
itational next Saturday. The
women's race begins at 11a.m. and
die men's race follows.
... rttcta fcnr KOK KIAN GOH
a defender and her spikes in
CarroH.
Soccer
continued from page 12
goaL The teams headed into half-tim-e
deadlocked 0--0.
' The second halfproved much like
the first with one major exception:
Wooster scored twice. The Scots
continued to control the ball and
established excellent midfield domi--
nance. Wooster scored with 29:22
kftmthesecond half. Afterathrough
ball to the outside of the penalty box.
Joe Burrettt'99 had abeautiful cross
to Brian Hansen 98 who blasted the
shot into the upper left corner of the
net. The Scots continued to play
well; after a through ball. Bob
Leonard '96 beat the Ohio Northern
defense and scored on a breakaway
beating the Polar Bears' keeper.
The Scots ended their week at 3--2
for the season with their 2-- 0 victory
over Ohio Northern. In this game,
they finally scored more than one
goal showing the continued improve-
ment of the Scot offense. Once
again, the defense played well and
Looking for a
(We've got 'em, and
These following Powerbook
computers are on SALE
through September 22 only.
Last Week's
Scores
Katamamo 32, Wooster 0
Mtu's Soccer 3--2)
Wooster 1, Calvin 0 (OT)
Hope 1, Wooster 0
Wooster 2, Ohio Northern 0
Women's Soccer (4-1-- 1)
Wooster 1, Hope 1 (OT)
DePauw 2, Wooster 1 (OT)
Wooster 5, John Canon 0
VotUjbaU A--T)
Early Bird Tosoraamect:
Wooster d. Notre Dame 2--0
Wooster d. Ken yon 2-- 0
Wooster d. Tiffin 2-- 1
CarJow d. Wooster 2-- 0
Anderson d. Wooster 2--1
John Carroll d. Wooster 3--0
Field Hockey (2-2--1)
Wooster 1, Sewanee 1
Oenison 3. Wooster 0
Wooster 5. Kenvon 3
compiled by VOICE STAFF
protected Retzloff from beingtested.
These tactics continue to be essen-
tial for the Soots and wiU define this
year's team.
The ever-developi- ng Scot soccer
team win beon the road with matches
against Bethany College tomorrow
and Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity on Tuesday. The Scot's season
could take a dramatic turn if they
could ImockoffDrviskn Three pow-
erhouse Bethany College. If
Wooster continues their defensive
dominance and continues to create
quality scoring opportunities and
capitalize on them, this team is ca-
pable of anything.
Powerbook?
they're dirt cheap!)
Powerbook 520. 4mb RAM
160 mb HD $1250
Both models include Ethernet! 240 mb HD $1350
If you're interested, come directly to the Computer Sate Office at Taylor HaD (Room
201.) No ftwnr orden will be ampwutHurry! Supplies are limited!
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OUCH! Hornets Sting Scott
Kalamazoo defeats Fighting Scot's Football Team 32-- 0
LUKE ZANNONI
Kalamazoo College dominated
the Fighting Scot's football team in
last Saturday's season opener, win-
ning 32r0l Kalamazoo controlled
every aspect ofthe game and seemed
unfazed by any challenge the Scots
could muster. "We are very disap-
pointed in the results last Saturday.
We are only measured in ten oppor-
tunities andfeel that result didn't
reflect me effort, mentally and physi-caO- y.
that we put in," commented
Coach Jim Barnes. The game stayed
close at first, bat eventually the larger
Ksqiap&ilizrdmWoosier turn-
overs, creating big offensive plays
UDwin the game.
In the first period the Scots came
oat ready to play, especially on de-
fense. The Wooster defense held
the Hornets Id only three plays in
their fim two possessions. On the
Scot second possession, Jim
Smacker 96 threw into triple cov-er- ay
and wm intercepted. The ball
was then returned to theWooster 26
yard line and five plays later
Kalamazoo quarterback Gregg
McDonald completed a nine yard
touchdown pass to tight-en-d Matt
Dube with 4:19 to go in the first
quarter. The K foodxS lesm never
looked back from that point.
- In the second quarter, McDonald
picked np two more TD passes: a
forty-eig-ht yard pass to David
Sherwood (following a Wooster
fumble) and an eight yard pass to
Lance Sanders. Kalamazoo's mo-ni- ng
back Seth Simpson rambled 25
yards for the third toochdown to
giveKa26-01eadathalftirn- e. In the
third quarter. McDonald picked np
his fourth toochdown pass, a 64
yard score to Adam Green to finish
the scoring, giving Kalamazoo the
32--0 in. McDonald finished with
over 50 pass completion, 203
yards, four touchdowns and no in-
terceptions.
The defense for Wooster was in-
tense, but continued lack of execu-tio-n
by the offense required the de-
fense to constantly remain on the
field. GregLare 97 led the Scots
with 9 solo tackles, 1 assist, and 1
sack followed by Mark Solis 96
wim 7 solo tackles and 2 assists.
Chris Mace 99 was able to pickup
one K fumble late in the game, but
the Scots wfert enable to capitalize.
Offensively, the Scots were able
to gain some yardage , and first
downs, but unable to put the ball
into the endzonc The best opportu-
nity for Wooster came in the third
quarter when the Scots found them-selv-es
on the 6 yard line with first
and goaL However,
prised all by electing to pass and the
Scots found themselves on defense
as Kalamazoo's Chad Tollman in-
tercepted Smacker (his second
interception of the day). Smacker
finished with over50 pass comple-tion,-71
yards, and two costly
ceptions. John Graebing 96 gained
22 yards in 9 attempts to lead the
Scots in rushing. Brandon Good
'99 led the team with five receptions
for 55 yards. Overall the Scots had
45 yards rushing and 1 1 1 yards pass-
ing as compared to the Hornets 132
yards rushing and 237 yards pass-
ing.
"It was a big disappointment for
everyone," commented senior co-capt- ain
Chad Stuckey. Barnes
added.There are certain rhinvi we
need to improve. Then we can be JOEALLEN
competitive. If we don't, men we
win continue to struggle againstany
opponent.' The Scots meet theOhio
Wesleyan Battling Bishops at John
p. Ptpp Stadium tomorrow at 1:30
D-t- n. Barnes observed. 7reexm
tahon is for as to win Ott 'Saturday
and we're willing to take risks. At
the same time, victorious or not, we
have to be able to bounce back to
face another opponent.''
Statisticsfrom Sews Services
Eady Scots Set for Tourney
JAMES KOLLER
'
.
.
This past week was a hilly one for the Lady Scot's
volleyball team. They started out strong winning
three consecutive matches at the Early Bird Tourna-
ment, but finished with two losses to traditional
volleyball powerhouses. The primary purpose of
these early season tournaments is to give learns the
opportunity to gel in time for the regular season and
post-seas- on tournaments.
The Lady Scots have been showing signs of im-
provement, beginning with the Early Bird Tourna-
ment last weekend, where they won three consecutive
best of three game matches. They defeated Notre
Dame and Kenyon after winning the first game, but
had to rally from a game down to overcome Tiffin.
Playing three difficult matches in one day wore the
Scots down. On Sunday their fatigue obviously
contributed to losses at the hands of Anderson and
Carlow. Anderson won in two games, but Carlow had
"football:
tonxerow-Ofci- o WcJ-ys- a H)
li30pjB.
their bands full and it took three games to defeat Wooster.
Despite these losses, the Lady Scots took fourth place in
the tournament and showed some signs ofmaking a serious
run in the NCAC Conference this year.
On Wednesday night, the Lady Scots tost toJohn Carroll
in three games. 15-1- 1. 15--6 and 15-1- 2. Their overall
record now stands at four wins and seven losses.
The Lady Scots had another purpose for focusing last
week as they prepare to host a tournament of their own.
The GLCA Tournament will be held oncampus Friday and
Saturday and may play a big role in how the season goes for
the Lady Scot's volleyball team. A strong showing at
home could excite the volleyball team, as well as the
studentbody. They are hoping for a strong showing in both
their tournament and the student body's support. Such
support is essential to a successful season. The team will
play at least four matches starting today at 3:00 pjn. then
later at 6:45 pjn. Tomorrow, they win play at 10:15 ajm.
and 230 pjn. with semi-fina- ls and finals to follow that
mafrh
The tjpcomlvg veei: in Spoirrs:
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Byan Cattean 9S prepares to pass ia Woosters 2-- 0 wta Tuesday."
Winning Ways Continue
Men's soccer ready forNCAC play
, The Men's Soccer team had a productive week wirming two out of three
matches, raising their season record to 3--2. Over the weekend, the Scots
split two games in Michigan with a 1 --0 overtime win over Calvin College
Friday sad a 1-- 0 toss to Hope College Saturday. Wooster returned on
aspects of the game, but could sot pot the ball into the net which has
become one of the unfortunate trends derebping this season. The Wooster
defense erwiiaued. in rim rhmr mmmhii fit inv meaninvfiil frying
opportunities. Serokv goalkeeper JormRettk earned his second shutout
of the season by having a sensational game in net fending off 3 Calvin
breakaways. The deadlock was finally broken in overtime by March
Dadzie96. Dadzie received the ball after a poor CaJvmplay.beathisman,
and blasted home the winning goal using his "weak" foot. The Scots
eventually posted a 1-- 0 victory over Calvin. :-- .,
Saturday, the Scots were defeated 1-- 0 by a very physical Hope College
squad in an intense, emotionally charged match. The key to the Hope
victory was Woostcrs multiple fouls close to the penalty box resulting in
free kicks. The only goal of the game was scored by Hope on a direct kick
immediately outside the 18-ya-rd box.' The Scott were plagued once again
by the inability to score on good opportunities despite pounding the ball
into their offensive zone durmg me last twenty minutes. The defense again
played with great tenacity and repelled most ofHope's offensive thrusts. It
was a tough match that could have gone either way. Unfortunately for
Wooster, Hope tallied the only goal and came away with the victory.
The Scots roared back on Tuesday afternoon and bested the previously
unbeaten Polar Bears of Ohio Northern University 2--0 on a rain-soak- ed
Carl Dale field. The Scot offense showed greater patience in the game and
this created better shots on their scoring opportunities. The offense was
especially aggressive around the twenty minute mark resulting in several
quality scoring opportunities. The best Wooster scoring opportunity of the
first half came during this blitzkrieg. Colin Ozanne 96 lofted a solid
banana cross over the top of the penalty box where NeUHogan99 got the
ball and on trashed a rocket towards the upper left corner of the net. The
Ohio Northern goalkeeper made a diving save robbing Hogan of a certain
Please see SOCCER, page 1 1
men's soccer ... ' women's socctn ;
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